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Switch on Beijing

Switch on Bejing 2012 was held in Ditan Park, Beijing on Aug 1019. Based on the previous success in the past two years, more top
and talented designers participated in this year’s event to contribute
more than 30 pieces artwork with visual sensation and creation to
respond to the theme of “Interaction between Light and People”.
All the artworks are very creative and beautiful, and here we picked
a few projects to share the joy and excitement with our readers.
Picture 1: OVO art installation
Picture 2: Technical drawing
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OVO

OVO sensory art installation

OVO, cooperated by Osram, Traxon, Odeaubois &ACT lighting and many prestigious designers
shows a fantastic multi-sensory art installation. The purpose of the installation OVO is to offer
an art object, global and multi-sensory in scope, to which a dimension of a luminous event is
added, provided by the plays of light and the visual and acoustic animations. The structure is a
combination of 24 crossed spiral pairs based on the Golden Nubmer suggesting richness and
universality, linked to ideas of birth, unity, perfection, of a cocoon, of transformation. The visitor
is invited to walk on the water to reach the interior, as if to vanish into a metaphysical mist. The
watery surface reflects the egg-like structure, the lighting, and also the silhouettes of the visitors
which bring the surface to life by their passage. Located in Ditan park, which is a famous
historical architect, OVO enriches its meaning combined with ancient Chinese ive elements:
earth, water, metal, fire, and wood with all of these elements perfect matching. The LED lighting
system uses a RGB SMD lighting system where each led is individually addressable. The whole
system is IP67 rated from and no replacements of bulbs are necessary within the life of the
project. During the lighting sequence 700W is used on average. It ensures the achievement of
the installation both in artistic and technical way by the close cooperation of all parties.

Artwork Name: OVO
Principal Designer & Lighting Designer: Koert Vermeulen (ACT Lighting Design)
Associate Designer & Scenography: Marcos Vinals (ACT Lighting Design)
Artist Sculpture: Pol Marchandise, Mostafa Hadi (Odeaubois)
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Project Director& Curator: Sandrine Barbeaux
Lighting Solutions: Traxon Technologies
The courtesy of the image (technical drawing): Odeaubois & Act lighting design

